
Screwtape Letters – Week 5

Letter 25 – The Same Old Thing

Wormwood should increase the patient’s natural desire for change

to make him restless always searching for something new and

exciting.

What does Screwtape say the Enemy has balanced a love of change

with? Example?

How can this love of change be corrupted?

What are some ways this demand is valuable?

Letter 26 – Unselfishness

Wormwood should use the enchanting early days to sow seeds of

unselfishness that can hopefully cause marital discord later on.

What is the difference between “Charity” and “Unselfishness”?

What is the difference between the sexes concerning unselfishness?

How can “unselfishness” wreak havoc and create strife?

Letter 27 – Answers 

Wormwood is to corrupt the prayer life of the patient by making

him question how the Enemy could incorporate everyone’s prayers

into the running of creation.

What is the demonstration that Wormwood has failed?

What is the “heads I win - tails you lose” argument?

What is the real problem of petitionary prayers?

What is the historical point of view?

Letter 28 – Perseverance

Failures have been mounting and now Screwtape has to remind

Wormwood that he should endeavor to keep his patient alive to

corrupt him later in life.

What should Wormwood’s chief aim be the same as the patient’s

lover and mother? Why?



What is the temptation of middle age?

What is the temptation of propserity?

Letter 29 – Cowardice 

Here we revisit fear and how to bring about shame through

cowardice.

What is one vice that is still a vice?

What is the dilemma created by this vice?

What is the great triumph of cowardice?

In the explanation to the Sixth Petition, “lead us not into

temptation” what do we want God to guard and protect us from?

Letter 30 – Fatigue

Wormwood is to work the fatigue of war to his favor and play with

reality.

What does Screwtape say  is the best way to use fatigue?

Failing an intellectual attack on the patient’s faith, what is another

route of attack?

What are two way “real” can be used?

What are some of the examples of using “real” for destructive

purposes?

What should Wormwood encourage in the patient?

Letter 31 – The Other Side

The view of death and life from Screwtape and Wormwood’s

perspective.


